
Dear Jim, Res Lana, Dawning Committee, thievery 	9/206  
Tell me if this solves any legal problems in doing something about this newest 

disinforesationi 

"A few meek* ago I went to eemphis, Tennessee, and spent some time there looking 
at the death of Martin Luther NIng.Iagoung, some romakrable information, came book 
and briefed the members of the Black %mum, An Young, Congressman ('i) Burks...and 
congressman Peuntroy..." 

This was on MDFA, Pittsburgh, 9/15/76. 

44ene also said then that Dolling* was the major obstacle to passage of this 
resolution but that oiling was so impressed  by this "now evidence about Dr. King" 
that he turned entirely around. 

I have a tape from one of my fine young friends, a woman just out of college. 

(She made enough at summer work to buy a CB rig. ear soubriquet is not "Pirst 
Saa ammo "Whtewash!" so people would ask her ilhat it means.) 

In other ways this is an informative taps. I'd like to hear that on WNW pronto. 

I had to listen to two hours of garbage, the first of Morrow, to get this and the 
other items of which I'll be making motes. It is sometimes pretty famed. 

Downing even got the CIA to give him the Odes i set of pia and will be doing 
something with them? 

De is even now Saying that hobby sent an emissary tgetigliMato tell him that it he 
was elected President be would "brook the case wide open.'" 

(I wonder if Tip 041411 would elks to know that story which bogpsnwith no 
emissary ever swing Garrison, resuming even that there was one and 'axles stealing 
of this and then repeatkag it nationally after I blasted ilk apart in DC TV confrontation 
the first time he used it. I have the tape. That is when he said he'd punch my still. 
unpunokswincso after the show and I asked him "why wait?", You were there when blew 
°ones garris on this.) 

Is Bolling not a supposed Bud friend? 

If we are 	patient and continue to collect maybe we can do moms turning 
around, too. 

I think this is all you need to proiaot yourself with the NT bar.. Lay pal 

I have a call in to "au, who has not been around- not even home with a kid the 
age of yours. 

It is important to get all clips and tapes possible, from anywhere. 

In time maybe even NBC will require it? 

Best, 


